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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37902 

OC01, 2 1 1985 

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director 
Off ice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Denton: 

Your letter to me dated September 26, 1985, requested copies of investigation 
reports and related documents dealing with potentially safety-related employee 
concerns on TVA's nuclear plants. My letter to you on October 7, 1985, 
transmitted the information requested which our Nuclear Safety Review Staff 
(NSRS) had received as of September 30, 1985.  

In compiling the requested documents, NSRS inadvertently failed to include a 
response to an investigation report by Quality Technology Company (QTC). That 
response, dated September 27, 1985, is provided as enclosure 1. A memorandum 
providing correction of certain information in the original response, dated 
October 1, 1985, is included as enclosure 2. These responses relate to QTC 
investigation report number NS-85-0Ol-0O1, "Visual Inspection of Structural 
Welds Through Carbo Zinc Primer," which was provided to you in our October 7, 
1985 submittal.  

This oversight was due to the fact that this was a unique report, with the 
response directed to me instead of the NSRS.  

If you have questions concerning the contents of this letter or the enclosures, 
please contact M. S. Kidd at FTS No. 856-2289.  

Sincerely, 

lli 

lenerai Manager 

Enclosures 
cc (Enclosures): 

Mr. James Taylor, Director Mr. J1. Nelson Grace 
Office of inspection and Enforcement Regional Administrator 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commnission, 
Washington, D.C. 20555 Region 11 

101 MIarietta Street, Suite 3100' 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 

B,5102BA0331 512 
PDR PDOCPool 

Arl Equal Oppor t~jn~ E'I-mployer j



4-IN'ITEb STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

W. F. Willis, General Manager, El12B16 C-K 001 '85 1001 051
FROM K. W. Whitt, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, E3A8 C-K 

DATE October 1, 1985 

SUBJECT: NSRS RESPONSES TO QTC INVESTIGATION REPORT, PRELIMINARY REPOR-7 NO.  
NS-85-001-001 - RELATING TO VISUAL INSPECTION OF STRUCTURAL WELDS 
THROUGH CARBO ZINC PRIMER

Reference: My memorandum to you ddted September 27, 1965 (QOl 850927 
051)

The reference memorandum contained t-.o numerical errors in conclusion 7, 
pages 5 and 6 of the attachment. Please note that the number "36,000" 
should read 23,600 in both instances in conclusion 7.

JFI: WCS 
cc:RnIM, SL26 C-K 

H. G. Parris, tIR6NOII B-C

KEEP 7: C 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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TV A C(4 tO.S.965 

"NTFD STATES GOVERNMENT 

ne~iorndtonTENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
U01l '85 09 2? 05 1 

TO W. F. Willis, General Manager, E12B16 C-K 

FROM K. W. Whitt, Director of Nuclear Safety Review, Staff, E3A8 C-K 

DATE : September 271, 1985 

SUBJECT: N-)RS RESPONSES TO QTC INNVESTIGATION REPORT, PRELIMINARY REPORT NO.  
NS-85-001-001 RELATING TO VISUAL INSPECTION OF STRUCTURAL WEllDS 
THROUGH CARBO ZINC PRIMER 

Reference: Your memorandum to me dated August 28, 1985 (QO1 850827 
051) 

The response to your request in the reference is provided in the 
attachment to this memorandum. The response involved input from and 
coordination of a large number of people from OE and OC as well as 
the NSRS. The help from these people was fully cooperative in nature 
and in the tone of "let's put this issue to rest once and for all." 

In concert with preparation of this memorandum, we have been fully 
involved in the response to the companion memorandum you sent. H. G.  
Parris requesting a sampling program to reevaluate the quality of the 
welds at UBN. We are particularly impressed with the positive atti
tude of all the parties to the responses.  

iwe believe the responses to questions raised in NS-85-001-001 con
tained in this memorandum resolve any concern of premature closure 
and inadequate justification for closure of the issue of visual 
inspection of structural welds through carbo zinc primer. The sam
pling plan being provided by separate correspondence will resolve any 
reasonable questions concerning the quality of the structural welds 
a t 1#13.  

We are available to respond to an'- further questions you may have 
concerning this memorandum.  

JF : WCS 
Attachment 
cc: RIMS, SL26 C-K 

H. G. Parris, MR6NOII B-C 

KEEP7:C

Ill, %.V, ýYatin "i Bond, Be g,111(o/Y on thr Payridl Vavlngs Plan



RESPONSE TO ERT PRELIMINARY REPORT NS-85-001-001 
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J. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The Employee Response Team (ERT) of the TVA employee concern program 
investigated a conzwern that fVA had prematurely closed the issue of 
visual, inspection-~of structural welds through carbo zinc primer at the 
Watts Bar Naclear Plant (W"BN). This memoratidum provides the Nuclear 
Safety Review Staff (NSRS) response to the ERT investigative report 
NS-85-001-001 questions and an assessment of the closure process. The 
memorandum is written in a report format to facilitate presentation 
and provide a reference basis for any further correspondence.  

Tht. scope of this activity was to assess the existence and ipplica
bijlitv of documentation which constituted the basis of the NSRS clo
sure of the issue in question.  

=II. t:%TCU`T`V7 SUTMLARY AN'D CONCLUSIONS 

The NSRS evaluated the ERT investigative report NS-SS-O01-O0l which 
concluded that 'IVA had closed prematurely and without adequate justifi
cation the NSRS identified findings related to visual inspection of 

- structural welds through carbo zinc primer at the W`BN. The closure 
process was-evaluated and is discussed in this memorandum 

The SSRS responses to the detailed questions contained in NS-85-0Ol
001 are provided in subsequent paragraphs of this memorandum. The 
responses arle balsed upon correspondence that existed at the time of 
closure of the issue ia early 1984.  

The NSRS principal conclusion is that closure of the issue was not 
premature andi that a satisfactory justification existed to support the 
closure. A second substantial conclusion is that, as concluded by the 
ERT investigators, the treatment and resolution of the issue was 
untimely andi unresponsive; however, the final, closure resulted from an 
exhausti-ve and thorough consideratori of the issue and its related 
facets.  

-Ill. APIPRLASAI.-OF ISSUP. RESOLUTION PROCESS 

The~practice followed in developing (initial identification and substan
tjatiofl) the issues by N'SRS and subsequent reporting to the appropri
ate line organization management for resolution was the same tor the 
carbo zinc issue as for any other NSRS issues. The issue was devel
oped as part of the R-82-02-WBN management review (although it. was not 
d subject of the exit meeting identification of substantial findings) 
and was further the subject, of a special review, R-82-07-WBN.  

The basic issues initially identified by NSRS in mid 1982. were: 1) 
that inspections through crbo zinc primer had been performed without 
propcr-procedures, 2) that documentation to support the qualification 
of the-validity of thle inspections was deficient and 3) that devia
ti-ons from the AWS 01-.1 code had not been justified nor had NRC appro
val- been sought or received,. Tile NSHS statements of the concerns were 
reasonable anti clear; however, the supporting detail conf'ised the



issue somewhat. Just what inspections through prime'r (initial accept
ance or reinspection) were the source of the NSRS concerns was not 
clearly preseute(I in the \SR5 reports.  

The OEDC initial response to the findings wias to deny thV 3lledged 
problems and set about justifying the technical acceptability of the 
inspections to NSRS.  

Clearl y from our current perspective the procedures and documentation 
were insufficient to support the adequacy of the inspections, techni
Cal justification did exist and NRC-NRR had not been informed. How
ever, INRC Region II was informed through the IOCFR50.55(e) reporting 
of nonconforming conditions. The divergence of the responses from the 
issues after the initial exchange served only to confuse the issues 
for both parties.  

Resolution of the issue was not timely and the failure of the respond
ents to converge on the issue of documentation and reporting to NRC 
was the major factor in not maintaining timeli.ness. In fairness to 
the line organization, although NSRS continued to maintain its posi
tion on the issues, no particular urgency toward closure was indicated 
and the transfer of follow-up and closure responsibility to OQA in the 
winter of 1983 probably delayed the resolution. In several instances, 
OQA acted to close the issues with iJEDC arid was challenigtd by NSRS 
regarding the appropriateness of those actions. A greater degree of 
coordin-ation between the two offices could have_ helped avoid this 
confusion. Starting in the early fall of 1983, the NSRS!OQA coordi
nation was achiived and the resolution followed--in a reasonable fash
ion.  

A complicating side issue contributed considerablyv to the extended 
resolution time for this issue. The NSRS had a position and continues 
to maintain it that when a licensing commitment is not being met or 
has been modified by TVA, a specific justification for not meeting the 
commitment should be provided to the NRC for specific review and 
approval. The line organization has not agreed with this position and 
continues to disagree. In the case of conformance to the WBN FSAR 
commitment to meeting AWS D1.1-1972 in the c-ode~s and standards sec
tion, Amendment 47, TVA inserted after AWS D1.1-7-2, "as modified by TVA 
General Construction Specification G-29C." The-line organization con
cluded that the exceptions were within the latitude provided by AWS 
D1.1 for the engineer and thus TVA was in compl-iance with the FSAR 
commitment. The NSRS position was that Specific excepLions to AWS 
D1.1 should be justified to NIRC in detail and approval requested for 
the exceptions to avoid misunderstandings in the licensing process.  
This difference of views needs to be resolved by; TVA management to 
avoid such conflicts in the future. The degree or level of required 
communication with NRC needs to be clearly understood at all levels.  

IV.' DETAILS 

A. Issue Developmrent and ClosureProcess Rerontstruction



The following is a reconstruction of events describing activities 
leading to recognition of visual inspection ot structural welds 
through carbo zinc primer as an issue and activities after recog
nition of the issue leading to closure of the concern. Some parts 
of the reconstruction are deductiv'ely concluded from correspon
dence at the various times and simple logic of what any reason
able person could have done under similar circumstances. It is 
fully recognized that this reconstruction is not totally rigorous 
and is done to establish some perspective on the issue. It is 
not intended that an exhaustive list of all documentation be 
discussed - only that sufficient to establish the thesis.  

In December 1979 and January 1980 deficiencies were noted in 
structural welds of supports at W6BM relating for The most part to 
weld configuration. The corrective action defined at that time 
was to improve the inspection procedures, review previous docu
mented acceptances and reinspect previously accepted supports 
with the new procedure.  

In June 1980, a major nonconforming condition report (NCR 2375R) 
was generated based upon a sampling of cable tray supports, 
conduit supports, and miscellaneous steel. Substantial fractions 
of the sampled supports were initially rejectable against G-29 
(AWS D1.1) acceptance criteria. The corrective action proposed 
was to identify each nonconforming weld and repair them to meet the 
drawing requirements or provide details to engineering for evalu
ation. A series of memoranda ensued dedling with relaxation of 
the G-29C acceptance criteria for dimensional considerations or 
weld configuration with very specific criteria relaxation being 
granted.  

In November 1980 a second major NCR (2654R) was generated based 
upon a random inspection of 245 duct supports of which 22 percent 
had unacceptable welds. The defects were principally configura
tional except porosity was noted. The welds in question had been 
installed and accepted from January 1976 to 'larch 1980. The 
corrective action proposed was to reinspect all duct support 
welds in the auxiliary building made prior to M1arch 1980 and 
repair them to meet Gi-29C.  

These. two NCR's will serve to illustrate the process that occur
red and to assess the attendent activities. The NCR's were 
properly judged significant and were properly reported under 
1OCFRSO.55(e). Further, the NSRS concludes that the disposition 
actions of reinspection and requests for and granting of specific 
criteria modifications were properly achieved. As late as 
November 1983 N4RC took closure action on NCR 237SR for WBN unit I 
but stated the item remained open for unit 2.  

From 1980 through 1983 an intricate set of OEDC documentation 
exists which is not all directly referenced to any given NCR; 
however, it appears that the activity was all aimed at an opti
mal resolution of the deficiencies identified in various 
NCR's, including 237SR and 2654R. In the midst of all this



activity, NSRS conducted the major management review of WBN 
(R-82-02-WBN) and a special review (R-S2-07-W`BN). These reviews 
had three findings associated with inspection through carbo zinc 
primer, R1-82-02-WBN-24, R1-82-07-WBN-O2, and R-S2-O7-WIIN-O6. A 
similar set of documentation to the UEDC set resulted from cor
respondence dealing with the NSRS findings.  

The NSRS reviewers determined, by interviewing inspectors, that 
visual inspections of welds through carbo zinc primer had been 
performed. It is not clear that sufficient questions were asked 
to define whether the welds being inspected through primer were 
for initial weld acceptance or part of the SCR resolution sampl
ing progra.. The NSRS report does not differentiate. It is 
consistent to all documented responses that the welds being 
discussed by the inspectors were part of the sampling programs.  

The NSRS concerns were received at a time when TVA was striving 
to fully Justify the technical adequacy of a very large popu
lation of structural welds throughout WBN. The responses to the 
NSRS findings basically defended the COSST and Eli DES programs 
and disagreed that the programs were deficient in the areas 
alledged by NSRS.  

Records of two sets of sampling program support weld visual 
inspections have been reviewed by NSRS. These records were 
provided to NSRS in late 1983 and support a conclusion that the 
welds inspected through carbo zinc primer were reinspections for 
configuraton only as part of an OEDC sampling program. The 
records were an essential part of the OQA and NSRS closure of the 
issue in early 1984. One set of the records are dated July 1981 
and recorded inspections for configuration of duct supports and 
contain notes that the welds were painted in some instances. The 
second set of records are dated June 1982 and recorded full 
quality and configuration data for miscellaneous structural steel 
welds. None of the welds were noted to be painted even though 
the surface condition was noted in most instances. The NSRS 
concludes that the July 1981 records were part of the disposition 
of NCR 2654R anti the June 1982 records were part of the disposi
tion of NCR 2375R.  

It can reasonably b(- concluded that visual inspections of struc
tural welds through carbo zinc primer were performed as part of 
the initial sampling activities for NCRs as early as January 
1980. Since the welds had been inspected and accepted prior to 
the NCR activity, there i.s no reason to suspect the acceptance 
was based on inspections of primed welds. Clearly in July 1981 
inspections for configuration through primer were performed and 
recorded. In all probability, in thie fall of 1981 someone(s) 
recalled the prohibition of inspection through paint in G-29C.  
This led to the request for relief of the requirement which in 
turn led to the November 1981 and January 1982 EN DES memoranda 
granting the limited approval. With the possible exception that 
an NCR or some kind of deviation describing document concerning 
the inspections through primer which had not been authorized



couild have been needed, the above set of events is reasonable and 
acceptable practice.  

It is a fact that the records necessary to totally establish a 
traceable set of events cannot be resurreCted now. The basis of 
the NSRS recommendations in 19826 was a perceived need for better 
docunientatiou in procedures and in records. The line organi
zation responded as discussed above and chose to ccnc~inue to 
technically justify the acceptability of the practice. This 
divergence of direction led to the extended correspondence neces
sa-v to finally resolve the issue.  

An additional observation to help put the carbo zinc issue in 
perspective is that many relaxations of the geometrical aspects 
of the weldments wJere granted by LN DES as part of the NCRs 
dispostions. The geometrical acceptance criteria are contained 
in G-29C and as well as AWS DI-1. Although the potential impacts 
of the relaxations of actual weld geometry are far greater than 
the impact of some small defect which might be overlooked as a 
result of examining a painted weld, these relaxations were not 
challenged because the traceability was more clearly maintained 
and the justifications were more clearly stated. Therefore one 
can reasonably conclude, in hindsight, that the issue of inspec
tion through carbo zinc primer might not have been raised had the 
documentation been more clearly maintained.  

Conclusions to be reached from this reconstruction are: 

1. Structural welds at WBN were inspected and accepted in accor
dance with appropriate procedures before they were primed.  
In no documented case were welds initially inspected and 
accepted after the primer was applied.  

2. A need arose to reinspect some welds for configuration 
aspects.  

3. The primer was not removed from some of the uelds being 
reinspected for configuration - an apparent or alledged 
violation of existing procedures.  

4. CONST requested of EN DES and was granted petaission to 
reinspect for configuration through carbo zinc primer.  

S. Some welds were reinspected for configuration through carbo 
zinc primer both before and after permission was gr4Lated.  

6. No authorization was ever given by EN DES to reinspect for 
,44lity through carbo zinc primer. Any inspections made or 
initial acceptance or reinspections for quality through 
primer were made without proper authorization or procedures.  

7. Sample- programs where rerinsprcti(ýns, with the~ primer removed, 
for quality were condu~cted to res;olve N(CHS. 5omir 36,000



linear inches of welds with the primer removed were reinspec
ted with zero rejectable defects when reviewed by EN DES.  
This served as the basis for closure of the item by NSRS.  
The fact that no rejectable defects were found dluring reinspec
tion of the 36,000 linear inches of clean welds gave suf
ficient confidence that the remaining welds were structurally 
adequate regardless of whether or not they had been reinspec
ted through carbo zinc primer and with or without good 
procedures.  

B. Respon~se to NS-85-001-001 Conclusions 

1. ERT Conclusion: 

The concern is substantiated.  

TVA closed the carbo zinc issue prematurely, and without 
adequate and documented technical justification and cor
rective action.  

From 1981 to late 1983, TVA's handling of the carbo zinc 
issue was utimely and unresponsive. Then in January and 
February 1984, TVA questionably dismissed the issue.  

NSRS RESPONSE: 

The NSRS does not agree that the issue of structural weld 
inspection through carbo zinL primer was prematurely closed 
by TVA nor was the issue questionably dismissed by TVA in 
January and February 1984. Further, the NSRS finds the 
technical justification was adequate and remains so an'd t~he 
justification is documented principally in the references of 
the August 13, 1985, Investigative Report NS-85-001-001 
which is the subject of this response. The essential par
ties to the evolution of the carbo zinc issue still work for 
TVA and still relate facts consistent with that summarized 
in tbe January 30, 1984, OQA to NSRS memoranlum which cap
tured the major details of the resolution of the issue. The 
.January 30, 1984, OQA memorandum is an acceptable overall 
summary of the actions and decisions leading to TVA closure 
of the issue of structural weld inspecton through carbo zinc 
primer.  

The NS-85-001-001 report conclusion regarding timeliness and 
resy~asiveness of the parties from 1981 through 1983 is 
correcc to a great degree~. The NSRS review and resulttarat 
concerns as expressed in R82-O2-MN-24, R-82-07-MN-O2, and 
-06 could have been more clearly or precisely stated. In 
turn, the OEDC responses could have requested Clarification; 
instead, the line responses set about jusrtiying the techni
cal aceptability of soar inspections th-uqgh the primer anti 
suhstasctiaily ignurr4 the docciment4tiuhI iKbUe Met the 
initial response. Once the divegn patxhs were estab
l ished, achieving tltd COiMMn4UIC4iOU and V4'fvergece W45



very difficult - the parties simply were not working on the 
same issue. The NSRS concerns were principallyv related to 
documentation of results and controlling procedures; the EN 
DES and CONST responses priacipally related t.- the technical 
acceptablility of the inspections. Convergence was attained 
in late 19S3 and early 1984 through a series of meetings 
involving OQA and NSRS.  

The NS-85-001-001 Attachment C, questions arc answered in 
Section IV.C of this report. The ten "ýu',1 'sion" questions 
are answered in the following paragrap',Y 

2. NS-85-001-001 - Conclusion Question 1 

Does TVA consider inspection of welds through carbo zinc 
primer a deviation or "contrast" to A1WS D1.1-72' If not, 
why? If so

RESPOSE 

Inspection o- w.elds through carbo zinc primer is a deviation 
from AWS D1.1-1972 paragraph 3.10.1 which states "Welded 
joints shal~l not be painted until after the work has been 
completed and accepted." Reinspection of painted welds that 
were completed and accepted ia anl unpainted c-ondition is not 
addressed by AWýS D1.1.  

It should be kept in mind that inherent in the application 
of all codes, tandards, Regulatory Guide~s, etc., the ulti
mate selection ý.id specification of requirements is the 
responsibility of the engineer or designer t~o accomplish any 
design/construct/ operate task. In every case, the engineer/
designer specification must be technically justified. In 
this context, A16S DI.1 is no different than any of hundreds 
of standards and guides at I.-and to help the designer; none 
of the st3ndards or guides are generally 100 percent appli
cable to a given specification.  

The G-29C specification is an engineerir.ý spt-citication 
which relied in part upon A6S D1.1 for 4 set of technically 
acceptable requiremewe In the same manner tt-4t the engi
neer selected, for ease of specification, AUS D1.1 require
ments for G-29C to accomplish specific gowds, the engineer 
can relax or strengthen the reqjuirements co~nsistent With any 
particuldr new or different curnditioa so lung as techaical 
justification exi~sts. In the case ot the inspe-ction through 
primer, the ctonstruction forces properly asked for and we-re 
properly granted engineering apprz..;..2. to devi~te from G-29C 
and in turnt AWS 01.1 for purposes of r'einspe±ttuno welds to 
resolve uocno~ne. Thib, process is fully 4cceptahle 
4S aft kftineeritig Pra4.iCe,



3. NS-85-001-001 - Conclusion- Question_ 2 

Does TVA have a documented technical justification for the 
above deviation or "contrast"? IfI not, why? If so, where 
is it documented, and: 

RESPONSE 

A documented technical justification exists for performing 
inspections of structural weld for configuraition through 
properly applied carbo zinc primer. That justification is 
contained in the December 17, 1981, memorandim, from Schrandt 
to QAB Files (QAS 811217 010) and in the January 14, 19821, 
memorandum from Cantrell to Wilkins (NEB 820114 2S3) which 
superceded the November 2, 1981, memorandum from Cantrell to 
Wilkins (SWP 811102 056). The documentation may be subject 
to criticism for its lack of specific traceability regarding 
the qualification process; however, the need for traceabil
ity is highly subjective in nature. Recognizing that AWS 
D1.1 is not very specific regarding reiord ~n general, it 
is not surprising that traceability which is a subset require
ment of reco,-4s might be subject to dispute-.  

4. NS-85-001-001 - Conclus~ionsQuesion 3 

Did TVA prpsent and/or diqctiss the abtwv. dev.iati'n and/or 
technical justification to/wi i the US "RC Region 11 at the 
January 12, 1984 meeting in Atlanta? If not, why? If so: 

RESPONSE 

The issue of weld inspection through carbo zinc primer was 
specifically discussed with NRC-I&E Regicn 11 at the January 
121, 1984 meeting in Atlanta. The meeting is documented in 
January 16, 1984, memcr~indum from Lyons to SEBh files (OQA 
840116 401).  

5. SS-85-001-001 - C-mnc-lusions Question 4 

Did the US NRC Region 11, at or as a result of the above 
meeting, indicate to TVA whether or not the above devtation 
and/or justif-cation would be acceptable" It not, wI~y? It 
so, what was the indicaition andi was the inlicatiomn docUHWU
ted? 

RESPONISE 

There is no direct indication th4t Region 11 either acceptvd 
Or (Iu(Stiuned Lt.-* inspections in flwstion. However, 4tt4ch' 
fl*Int 2 of (Ut1A 8401ltj 401 docuawnti a set of kegou" It uri 
tions from the aweting idhich TVA 4gr.erd tý, puirlue 4tWf t'vau
'Att the fied4 for pruýC4ii, Lint)rovraimetit ; tilt- ut' otfinset ciot 
ttir~t~i~ (-4rboj zinc prii54 is nout 4~d~r~se t- in the list of



questions which indicates Region II did not question the TVA 
practice.  

6. NS-85-001-001 - Conclusions Question 5 

Did TVA delete the references to such inspection from specifi
cation G-29C on January 23, 1984 as a result of the above 
meeting and a negative response ff-. US NRC Region 11? If 
not, why the deletion? If so: 

RESPONSE 

Since there wjs no indicatiou that Region II was questioning 
the weld inspection through carbo zinc primer, the January 
23, 1984 deletion aid not result from a negative NRC response.  

The parties to the issue - NSRS, OQA and EN DES agreed, at 
the time, in the interest of removing all residual or linger
ing questions of misapplication of the engineering granted 
limited at~hority to inspect '.elds through primer, thQ 
tuthority was removed froim G-29C. It should be uaoted that 
the NCRs resolving sample programs which relied upon the 
-approval had been completed and no longer needed the appro
~val. The deletion in 1984 in no way should be construed LO 
imply the restricted practice in 1981 and 1982 was an invalid 
exercise of engineering authority.  

7. N'S-85-00l-001 - Conclusions Question 6 

At the January 18, 1984 meeting with the TVA Board of Direc
tors, it was decided that specific exceptions to AWS D1.1-72 
and associat~ed lustifications would be disclosed to the US 
YRC-NRR; at this meeting, did TVA-present and/or discuss the 
inspection of welds through primer as one of the specific 
exceptions? If not, why? If so: 

RESPONSE 

The issue of weld inspection through i. rbo zinc primer and 
the relate' -* ualification program were specifically discus
sed in the Board of Direct~rs briefing of January 18, 1984.  
The sumary of the brief is documented in the February 13, 
1984, memorandum from GM (Willis) to General Manager's File 
(EDC 840213 003).  

8. NS-85-001-001 - Conclusions Que~,tion 7 

At the above meeting, was the forthcoming change to specifi
cation G-29C (to delete references to such inspection) 
and/or the reasons for the change, presented or discussed? 
If not, why? If so:



RESPONSE

Deletion of the G-29C allowed practice of restricted weld 
inspection through carbo zinc primer was not discussed at 
the January 18, 19S4 Board briefing. Since the deletion was 
not a key issue and OQA had not requested the deletion at 
that time, there was no forcing function to provide such a 
discussion.  

9. NS-85-001-001 - Conclusions Question 8 

At the February 12, 1984 meeting with the LIS NRC-.NRR in 
Bethesda, did TVX disclose the above deviation and-/or justifi
cation? If not, why? If so: 

RESPONSE 

The subject of weld inspection through carbo zinc primer was 
not discussed at the February 12, 1984 meeting of TVA and 
the NRC-NRR in Bethesda. The issue of the weld inspections 
through primer was felt to be resolved and acceptable based 
upon data from sampling programs which demonstrated that the 
weld inspections through primer had been performed for the 
purposes of disposition of NCRs related to weld configur
ation. The number of welds which might have been inspected 
iMPT~perly, for weld quality through primer, was estimated 
to be 100 - 150. Since the NCR disposition results from the 
extensive sampling had showed no rejectable quality defects, 
the 100 - 150 welds were felt to be acceptable.  

10. NS-85-001-001 - Conclusions Question 9 

Did the US NRC-NRR, at the above meeting or otherwise, 
indicate to TVA whether or not the above deviation and/or 
justification is acceptable? If not, why? If so, what was 
the indication? 

RESPONSE 

The subject of weld inspection through carbo zinc primer was 
not discussed at the meeting with N`RC-N*RR. Thus NRC-N`RR 
gave no indication whether or not the practice was accep
table.  

11. NS-85-001-OUI - Conclusions _Question 10 

Does TVA consider the "sampling program" re-inspections as 
inspections subject to specification G-29C and code AWS 
D1.1-72? If not, why? If so, refer to question 1, above.  

RES PONSE 

The sampling program rcinspections were subject to the G-29C 
and AWS D1.1-72 requirements to the extent specified by the



engineering designers. The response to question 1 above 
more fully addresses the engineering specification inter
relationship with codes and standards.  

C. Response to NS-85-001-001 Attachment C Questions 

1. QID A 

STATEENT 

The purpose of this memorandum is to document final resolu
tion and closure of NSRS concerns with the AWS Welding 
Program at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

QUESTIO-N 

Since the "purpose of this memorandum is to document final 
resolution and closure of NSRS concerns," is it intented 
that this memorandum address all of the following NSRS 
findings regarding the carb~i zinc iss'ie: 

(a) NSRS item R-82-02-WBN-24? 

Mb NSRS item R-82-071-WBN-02? 

(c NSRS item R-82-07-WBN-06? 

RESPONSE 

The intent of the memorandum was to document resolution of 
the three concerns addressed in attachments 1, 2, and 3.  
These were: 

(1) That the WBN welding program did not provide filler 
material records necessary to satisfy AWS DI.1-1972.  

(2) That the WBN welding program did not provide inprocess 
inspection records to satisfy AWS DI.1-1972.  

(3) NSRS review of WBN weld program indicated that inspec
tions had been performed through carbo zinc primer.  

These three statements had been agreed to by OQA and NSRS in 
meetings on October 2.8, 1983 (OQA 831118 425) and December 
21, 1983 as adequately defining and scoping the remaining 
or unresolved NSRS concerns associated with R-82-02-WBN-24, 
R-82-07-WBN-02, and R-82-07-WBN-06. Note that the purpose of 
the December 21, 1983 meeting was stated in the informal 
memorandum from J. R. Lyons II to H. N. Culver dated 
December 20, 1983, WBN - AWS Weld Program (no RIMS number) 
to be: 

"At the Wednesday meeting we intend to discuss each 
evaluation and determine the areas in which OQA and



NSRS agree or disagree. It is intended that this effort 
provide a basis for determinin- any corrective actions 
or for closing NSRS items R-82-071-WBN-02 and -06, and 
R-82-02-W6B.N-24." 

2. QID B 

STATEM~ENT 

The following is a summary of the key events that led to the 
eventual resolution of the NSRS concerns: 

qLý..SION 

Although not listed in the "summary of key events," did the 
following events also "lead to the eventual resolution of 
the NSRS concerns" regarding the carbo zinc issue?: 

(a) January 12, 1984 meeting with USNRC Region Il in Atlanta 
to discuss the specification G-29C program? 

(b) January 23, 1984 revision to specification G-29C (P.S.3. 
C.5.4) to delete references to inspection through carbo 
zinc primner? 

(c) February 10, 1984 (scheduled) meeting with USNRC-NRR in 
Bethesda to present G-29C exceptions to the AWS D1.1-72 
structural welding code? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The January 12, 1984 meeting with USNRC Region II was 
held to provide additional support to the OQA and NSRS 
positions regarding weld filler mateiial control and 
inprocess weld inspection records which were to be 
presented to the TVA Board.  

Mb The OQA recommendation to OEDC that G-29C be revised to 
delete provisions for reinspection through carbo zinc 
was made to preclude any future concerns in this area, 
but was not a basis for closure of the inspection 
through carbo zinc issue.  

(c) The meeting with USN'RC-iq4RR in Bethesda was in response 
to the January 18, 1984 Board meeting to ensure that 
NRR understood and accepted the TVA exceptions to AWS 
DI.1-1972 as defined in G-29C. These exceptions were 
not related to the inspection through carbo zinc issue.  

3. QID C



Statement 

In your memorandum to me dated August 10, 1983 (GNS 830811 
050), you identified three concerns your organization had 
with respect to the AWS Welding Program at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant. They were filler material records, inspection records, 
and inspection through carbo zinc.  

QUESTION 

The NSRS memorandum dated August 10, 1983 identifies a 
conflict between the procedure and acceptance criteria of 
G-29C process specifications for inspection of welds through 
primer: 

(a) Was this conflict specifically addressed and resolved? 

(b) If not, why? 

(c) If so, was the resolution documented and was a response 

transmitted to NSRS? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The alledged conflict involving inspection of welds 
through carbo zinc primer was specifically addressed 
and resolved.  

(b Not applicable 

(c) The resolution was documented and transmitted to NSRS.  
Numerous discussions led to final documented acceptance 
that the issue was resolved. The summary presentation 
of the agreement that the issue of visual inspection 
through carbo zinc primer was acreptably addressed was 
based on two sets of documentation. The first set is 
summarized in attachmen. 3 to the January 30, 1984 
memorandum (OQA 840130 002) from Anderson, OQA to 
Culver, NSRS. The "Sample Program Results" on page 1 
summarized inspections of 35,000 linear inches of welu's 
for configuration and 23,600 linear inches of welds for 
quality; (configuration denotes weld length, size, 
overlap, convexity and concavity and quality denotes 
cracks, porosity, are strikes and craters). For these 
sample, weld quality was 100% acceptable and the weld 
configuration was 100% acceptable for cable tray sup
ports, duct hangers and conduit supports. However, 667 
linear inches (3.63%) of miscellaneous structural steel 
welds were unacceptable for configuration only. The 
sample program inspections for quality were conducted 
with the primer removed. Thr. sef.ond set of documen
tation was actual weLd insniection results from July 
1981 and from Juae 1982 which we-e reviewed by NSRS.



The July, 1981 inspections were for configuration only 
and were noted that in some instances the welds were 
painted. The June, 1982 inspections were for configur
ation and quality; surface conditions noted were "suit
able for MT," poor, rough, etc. In no case was a 
painted or primed surface noted.  

4. QID D 

STATEM1NT 

We attempted to respond to your concerns in myv memorandum to 
you dated October 20, 1983 (OQA 831020 002).  

QUESTION 

The OQA memorandum dat-d October 20, 1983 states that "the 
issue of inspection of welds through carbo zinc primer has 
been resolved by the closure of NSRS item R-82-O7-W6BN-06; 
the subject of this memorandum is NERS item R-82-02-WBN-24.  

(a) Since item R-82-07-WBN-06 was closed by OQA on 8-24-83, 
how was closure of this item the basis for OQA closure 
of item R-82-O2WBN-24 on 5-6-83? 

(b) Since item R-82-02-UBN-24 identifies the inspection of 
welds through primer as a contrast to AWS D1.1-72, why 
doesn't the memorandum address the issue as related to 
the structural .;elding code? 

RESPONSE 

(a) R-82-02-W6BN-24 (AWS Deviations) was closed by the OQA 
Design Quality Assura'nce Branch on May 6, 1983 (OQA 
830506 002) based on their review of the technical 
justifications provided by OEDC tn NSRS (EDC 821215 
004). The memorandum from NSRS dated August 10, 1983 
subject R-82-02-WBN-24 -to OQA (GNS 830811 050) ques
tioned the 3QA action and identified three issues for 
further consideration. These 6ere the same three 
issues discussed in QID-A above.  

R-82-07-WBN-06 (Qualification of Welding Procedures for 
Inspection thru Carbo Zinc) was closed by OQA on August 
24, 1983 (OQA 830824 002) based on qualification tests 
performed by OEDC (EDC 830621 004).  

The closure of R-82-07-WBN-06 in August 1983 was not 
the basis for closure of R-82-02-W`BN-24 in May, 1983.  

(b) The contrast between G-29C and AWS as it related to the 
carbo-zine issue was addressed in the resolution of 
R-82-07-WBN-06 and not as a pirt of R-8202-WBN-24.



This was due to the fact that weld acceptance inspec
tion for quality through carbo zinc was never intended; 
therefore it was never addressed as a deviation from 
the AWS code.  

Note tha.t the OQA memorandum of October 2.0, 1983 was in 
response to the NSRS memorandum of August 10 1983 and 
thus had the same subject heading which war related to 
closure of R-82-02-W`BN-24. However, the OQA comments 
related to inspection through carbo zinc were stated in 
item I to be related to R-82-07-UBN-06.  

5. QID E 

STATEMN'T 

Your concerns were not resolved and on October 28, 1983, we 
met with you to attempt to reach a resolution. The meeting 
was documented by a- memorandum to the Systems Engineering 
Branch Files dated November 18, 1983 (OQA 831118 425). A 
plan of action was agreed to in the meeting, and OQA proce
eded to implement the plan.  

QUESTION 

The OQA memorandum dated November 18, 1983, for "Actions to 
be Taken" regarding "Inspection through carbo zinc," states 
that OQA will "develop a factual history of all actions 
taken" and will "evaluate if the actions taken provide an 
adequate basis for closure of the problem." 

(a) Was a "factual history" developed by OQA prior to 
November 18, 1983? 

(b) Was an evaluation of the "actions taken" to "provide an 
adequate basis for closure" performed by OQA prior to 
.November 18, 1983? 

(c) Was the "Plan of action" completed and documented? 

RESPONSE 

(a) A factual history had not been prepared in a consoli
dated form which included all related OEDC, NSRS and 
OQA correspondence and documents. The lack of a single 
chronology of related events had contributed to coummuni
cation difficulties between the three organizations.  

(b) The purpose of the October 28, 1983 meeting was to 
discuss the NSRS concern stated in their August 10, 
1983 memorandum (GNS 830811 050) that OQA had acted 
prematurely in closing R-82-021-WBN-24. The action item 
in question was that OQA would "(re)evaluate if the



actions ý 'previously) taken (by OEDC and OQA) provide(d) 
an adequate basis for (che) closure of the problem 
(R-S2-O2-1WBN-24) (by OQA)."- Portions in parentheses 
provided for clarification.  

(c) Yes. The m~emo from J. W. Anderson to H. N. Culver 
dated January 30, 1984 (OQA 840130 002) documonted 
closure of the NSRS conceru and completed th- plan of 
action.  

0. OID F 

11 A MMfENT 

Numerous informal meetings-were rinducted between our organi
zations to attempt to clarify the concerns and their resolu
tions. Attachment I of this memorandi'm is the final resolu
tion on filler material records and supporting information 
which was used to dr-.. OQA conclusions. Attachment 2 of this 
memorandum is the final resolution on inspection records and 
supporting information which was used to draw OQA conclu
sions. Attachment 3 of this memorandum is the final resolu
tion on inspection through carbo, 7inc and supporting infor
mation which was used to draw OtVA conclusions.  

QUETIN 

(a) Reg.zrding the "numerous informal meetings, '" were any of 
these meetings locumented (i.e. notes of meeting issued) 
to reflect inform~ation-presented and discussed, and 
agreements and disagreements? 

(b) Note: Q!:estions regarding "Attachment 3' are rresented 
separately (below).  

REOSISE 

(a) The informal me-etings and discussions we-..c not docu
mented.  

Mb No response requi-ed.  

7. QID G 

STATEV!ENT 

On January 18, 1984, NSRS and OQA met wi~h the TVA BoartJ of 
Directors. In that mneeting you concluded that all of your 
concerns were resolved and that you agreed with OQA's con
clusions.



QILTST!ON% 

(a) was the January 1S. 1984 meeting with the TVA Board the 
point at which NSRS concluded that all of their concerns 
were resolved? If not, when? 

(b) How did this one meeting succeed, since numerous meet
ings in the past had apparently failed, in resolving 
all the NSRS concerns? 

(c) Was information, other than that contained in the 
January 30, 1984 memorandum, presented or discussed at 
the 7`6 Board meeting? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The January 18, 1984 meetinj with the TVA Board was not 
"the point" when NSRS conclud1ed their concerns were 
resolved - there was no "the point" rather a series of 
points which are best summariztd in the January 30, 
1984 OQA to NSRS memorandum. ft should be recognized 
that the January 30, 1994 memerandum was not intended 
to capture every meeting, telephone discussion, etc.  
However the memorandum does contain sufficient documen
tation to support an affirrinative decision to close the 
carbo-zine issue in a suwcrar sense.  

(b) This question presumes in affirmative answer to G.(a) 
which is not the caso in a simplistic view.  

(c) The memorandum from W. F. Iqillis to General nIanage.' s 
File (EDC 840':13 003) sumarizes the Board briefing of 
January 18, 1984. No information other than that 
stated 4;. these minutes was presented or discussed.  
Th%. January 30, 1984 OQA memorandum to NSRS relates the 
essential discussions at the Board briefing dealing 
with th.: inspection through carbo-zinc, and is con
tained in attachment 3 to the OQA memorandum.  

8.QID H 

STAMMS~ET 

We believe that all of your concerns have been satisfactor
ily resolved and we no longer consider your AWS Welding 
Program concerns to be an open iasue.  

Record Not-: This memorandum was cocadinated with H. N.  
Culver on 1/30184. He is in full agreement 
with the content and he acknowledges that 
the data presented resolves all NSRS con
cerns.



QU'ESTION 

Does this mean that the NSRS staff reviewed and accepted the 
"9content" and "data" for accuracy and completeness? 

RESPONSE 

The record note is explicit in stating coordination oi the 
memorandum with H. .N. Culver and his agreement and acknow
ledgement. The dialogue regarding weld inspection through 
carbo zinc primer was lengthy both in words and in time.  
Many different people were involved in the dialogue at 
different times including various NSRS staff. It can be 
concluded from the record note that after the lengthy dia
logue. Mr. Culver spoke for NSRS as the Director of NSRS and 
its staff. Accuracy and completeness are subt!! issues not 
explicitly stated in the record note and either may or may 
not have been part of Mr. Culver's coordination. agreement 
and acknowledgement. "Full agreement with the content" 
could be presumed to endorse accuracy; acknowledgement of 
resolution could be presumed to endorse sufficient complete
ness to resolve the concerns as is explicitly stated.  

9. QID 1A 

ST.ATE%'-NT 

CONCER% NSRS review of UBIN weld program indicated that 
inspections had been performed through carbo zinc 
primer.  

QUESTION 

(a) Was the performance of such inspections the only aspect

of the "concern"? 

(b) Whbat about the lack of approved procedures? (NSRS item 
R-8207-WBS-02) 

(c) What about the lack of a documented "q~ualification" 
program to justify the ability of inspectors to detect 
defects through primer? (NSRi item R-82O07-WBN-06) 

(d) What about the aspect of deviation from the AWS D1.1-72 
code and FSAR .:ogjitment? (NSRS R-82-02-WBN-24) 

RESPONSE 

(a)-(d) The statement is an adequate summiary description 
of the concern. Items (b), (c), and (d) are valid 
"aspects" of the concern but by no means the only 
"9aspects'. It would be very difficult to state 
all the aspects of the concern at this time with
out reinvolving all the parties to the concern



from the beginning. It. is deemed sufficient that 
the extensive dialogue leading to the Jantiary 30, 
1984 summary memorandum convinced the NSRS Direc
tor that closing the concern of weld inspection 
through catbo zinc primer was warranted. To 
attempt to statte all. the aspects of the concern 
would presume to speak for all parties to the 
dialogue.  

It should be noted that the June 23, 1982 memoran
dum from Culver, NSRS to Kimmons, OEDr transmit
ting the R-82-07-16BN states ". ..this rpwiew was 
not concerned with the technical -~spects of inspec
ting welds through carbo zinc primer. Rather, 
this review was concerned with whether or not such 
inspections were in accordance with approved siite 
procedures and that justificition for such inspec
tion procedures was adequately documented..." The 
long continuing dialogue interjected a number of 
aspects of the inspection concern that were related 
to R-82-07-W6BN findings but not necessarily converg
ing on the final resolution.  

10. QID lB 

STATEMEN7 

CONST requested approval from EN DES to inspect through 
carbo ziuc primer as a part of a series of sample programs 
in which welds were being reinspected to determine their 
adequacy and the adequacy of previous inspections.  

QUESTION 

If the purpose was "to inspect through carbo zinc as a part 
of a series of sample programs," did the approval for such 
inspcriion clearly limit the practice to the "sample pro
grams?', 

ikiSPOHSE 

-COWST management requested approval-to visually inspect 
welds as part of sampling programi for weld configuration 

-. ~itnoutL remvving tf.e primer. Although it is nLt cleat tob an 
outiide olserver, it is felt, ti~at.the engineering and con
structi~n pneple understood the nature of the approval 
granted by the No~vember 2, 1981 Cantrell. to 'Wilkins memoran

- .'u.. Authorized inspection of welds in-_question at that 
time W45 h *pon a full visual insp.,c-tion prior to apply
irg ?.he primer, and the November 2, 1981 inemn~randum did not 
grant specific authority to accept welds based upon an 
initial visual examination through peimer after November 2, 
19:41. Therefore, it is concluded that any initial acceptance



of welds with primer applied was limited. This position is 
supported by Reference N to the NSRS R-82-O7-WNBN report.  

Reference N is a Schrandt, QA Engineer to QAB Files, QAS 
811217 010, memorandum which states ". ..EN DES concluded 
welds requiring only-.visual examination could be inspected 
with primer applied under conditions stated in the memoran
dum. Inasmuch as these welds were inside the building they 
had previously been subject to the Watts Bar quality control 
program prior to the EN DES requirement for a sampling 
program with respect to weld quality." 

The November 2, 1981 memorandum does not explicitly and 
clearly state the approval the way the Schrandt memorandum 
states the case. However from an indepth review of the 
related correspondence of that general time, an outsider can 
conclude with reasonable certainty the intent of the par
ties. The considerable degree of misunderstanding regarding 
just what wai. authorized could have been avoided if the 
construction request and the Engineering authorization had 
been more clearly documented at the outset.  

11. QID IC 

STATMIENT 

Inspection through carbo zinc authorized for: 
- Welds made prior to November 2, 1981 
- Inspectians made after November 2, 1981 
- Carbo zinc 5 mils and sprayed in accordance 

with the applicable specification.  

QUESTION 

(a) Are the "inspections made after November 2, 1981" part 
of the "sampling program," or does this statement apply 
to any inspections? 

(b) How do tl,! inspectors determine if a spocific weld was 
made prior to, or after, November 2, 1981? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The EN DES approval applied to reinspection of welds 
for configuration only through a maximum of 5 mils 
carbo zinc primer which was responding to a specific 
CONST request.  

(b) There was no effective way for an inspector to deter
mine the date a weld was made. According to the weld 
inspection supervisors, this difficulty was a major 
reason the inspectors did not exercise the lattitude 
provided by engineering and the procedures.



12. QID ID 

STATMrENT 

All welds inspected for weld quality (porosity, lack-of
fusion, cracks, etc.) aý a part of an EN DES directed sam
pling program to be clL'ned.  

QUESTION 

(a) If this statement is intended to be a quotation from 
the Process Specification 3.C.5.4, why was the "unless 
exempted by EN DES" provision not included in this 
statement? 

(b Does this statement mean that welds inspected for 
quality, and not part of the EN DES directed sampling 
program, need not be cleaned? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The statement was not intended to be a direct quotation 
rather as a bounding statement expressing a summary 
allowable action.  

(b The EN DES requirement was that welds not be painted 
until examined and accepted. Subsequent reinspections 
"tnot part of the EN DES directed sampling program" were 
not addressed. No approval was ever given by any 
organization to inspect for weld quality through carbo 
zinc primer.  

13. QID 1E 

STATEIENT 

Acceptanc, criteria for weld defects to be in accordance 
w~th G-29C.  

QU'ESTION 

(a) Is there "acceptance criteria for weld defects," other 
than in G-29C, that would apply? 

Mb Is there "acceptance criteria," other than for "weld 
defects," that apply? 

RESPONSE 

(a) Within the scope of the November 2, 1981 memorandum, 
there were no acceptance criteria for weld defects 
other than G-29C. There were numerous other acceptance 
criteria for weld defects which were not covered by the



November 2, 1981 memorandum such as criteria for sur
face (not visual) or volumetric examination.  

(b) There are no acceptance criteria, other than for weld 
defects, that apply to the concera about reinspection 
of welds through carbo-zinc primer. The visual exami
nation weld acceptance criteria wer- contained in G-29C 
and included both weld quality and weld configuration 
defect limits. Reinspection for weld quality defects 
through carbo zinc primer was never allowed by G-29C.  

14. QID IF 

STATEMENT 

SAMPLE PROGRAM1 RESULTS:

Scope

supports 

Duct hangers 

Misc. struc.  
steeel 

Condui t 
supports

Sample

8,000 linear inches 
at ion) 

3,500 linear inches 
(note 1)

(configur 

(qual1i ty)

5,000 linear inches (configur-
ation) 

2,100 linear inches

Results

100% acceptable

100% acceptable

(quality)

18,000 linear inches (both) 

4,000 linear inches (configur
ation) (uote 2)

100% acceptable 
for quality 

667 inches unac
ceptable for 
configuration 
(3.63%) 

100% acceptable

QUESTI O

(a) How do the "Sample Program Results" relate to each of 
the aspects (see Question IA, above) of the carbo zinc 
concern? 

(b) Where are the sample program results for "instrument 
supports" and structural steel (other than "misc. stru.  
steel")? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The sample program results were associated with the 
resolution of several NCRs, and were conducted to 
address issues independent of the carbo zinc concern.



A portion of the welds included in these samples were 
reinspected through carbo zinc. This was the basis for 
the initial CONST request to EN DES to allow reinspec
tion through carbo-zinc for these samples. EN DES 
authorized reinspection of welds made prior to November 
2, 1981 through carbo-zinc for weld configuration 
characteristics (size, location, undercut, overlap and 
weld splatter), but required that re-inspection for 
weld quality (cracks, porosity and lack of fusion) have 
the primer removed.  

The sample program results provided a basis for evalua
ting the adequacy of a large body of welds independent 
of the carbo zinc issue. The results provide confi
dence that even if welds had been inspected through 
carbo zinc primer, there is i. very low probability of a 
weld defect.  

(b) There were no previous sample programs for instrument 
supports. All the sampling programs being discussed in 
the carbo zinc issue were for structural steel welds 
the scope descriptions were for specific support appli
cations.  

15. QID 1G 

STATEMIENT 

NOTE 1: All sample program inspections upon which thle 
determination of acceptability of weld quality 
were based were conducted with primer removed.  

QUESTION 

(a) Does the "Note 1" apply to all of the "Scope" items, or 
just to the "cable tray supports" item, for weld qual
i ty? 

(b) Why is the "cable tray supports" item the only "Scope" 
item that has the "(note 1)" reference? 

RESPONSE 

(a) Note I applies to all of the scope items.  

Mb This was an error on the chart. Note 1 should have 
been included as a general. note.  

16. QID 111 

STATEMENT 

NOTE 2: Weld quality accepted based on cable tray support 
sample program.



Based on these sample programs, the primary area of uncer
tainity with respect to weld acceptability is related to 
weld configuration (i.e. overlap, undercut, size, etc.).  

QUESTION 

(a) If "weld configuration" is the ',rimary" area of uncer
tainty, what other (i.e., secondary, tertiary, etc.) 
area(s) of uncertainty is applicable? 

(b) Is the "uncertainty" ... "based on these sample pro
grams"? If so, how was the "uncertainty" resolved? If 
not, what is the "uncertainty" based on? 

RESPONSE 

(a) There were no areas of uncertainty with respect to weld 
acceptability other than weld configuration. Deletion 
of the word "primary" would not affect the intent of 
this sentence.

(b) No. The uncertainty was based on the NCRs being evalu
ated. The results of the sample programs limited the 
area of uncertainty to weld configuration (and not weld 
quality), and provided a basis for acceptance of the 
welds within the scope of the NCRs.  

QID 2A 

STATEIENT 

Inspection through carbo zinc accptabe-fcr.
- weld configuration (overlap, under;ýuti. size, 1 oc a tL 
- large cracks 
- coarse porosity. 7 

Inspection through carbo zinc unacceptable for: 
- smiall cracks 
- fine porosity.- 

Based on this qualification program, the arLf t_ convfY fr 
any inspection conducted through carbo zinc tt 

small cracks and fine porosity.  

QUESTION 
L-

(a) Does this mean that welds can be n-tetrwtd 
quality (cracks, porosity, etc.)thujrz..? 

Mb Does this mean that "small cracks' aiid -iiz4e p&ro~ity'ý` 
are acceptable if not detected through carbo zinc?

17.



(c) What are the definitions for "small" versus "large," 
and "fine" versus "~coarse," as applicable to cracks and 
porosity? 

(d) Are these statements consistent with the OEDC results 
and conclusions of the OEDC "qualification program"? 

RESPONSE 

(a)-(d) The November 2, 1981 memorandum authorized inspec
tion through carbo zinc primer for weld configur
ation as part of a sampling program from pre
viously accepted welds. The qualification program 
demonstrated that from a technical acceptability 
point of view large cracks and porosity can be 
detected through the carbo zinc primer if 
5 mils or less in thickness. Further, although 

visual inspection was generally enhanced by the 
primer, detection of fine cracks and porosity 
could be limited. Rather than assess structural 
acceptability of any cracks and porosity beyond 
G-29C limits, sampling inspections for weld qual
ity was not permitted through carbo zinc primer.  
Therefore definitions of large versus small and 
coarse versus fine are not a consideration at 
issue and the program is totally consistent.

18. I-la21D-2

STATEIPENT 

Welds at Watts Bar were inspected through carbo zinc as a 

part of-Uhr-tweld samjple_~zrm 

QUESTION 

-Does this mean thdCrwelds, other than "as part of the weld 
sample program," wer-e ryot-inspected-through carbo zinc?

-The6 NSRS Report R-82-07-WBN provided in the details for 
-R-82-07-WBN-02- (paragraph IV.B), "...four admitted to having 
inspected caurbo zinc primed welds. While such inspections 
had been made, '*ae practice apparently had not been exten
sive. Based on these interviews, it appeared th4LVonly 100 
to 150 welds may have been inspected, irt:-0iis maifn&c. This 

-- ~~~~~could not be suhf;tanat,--ed by a -z Z 'Ž-,~rfYS 

however;rý-r',i possible to ,cib eie-hc 
weld w~ ± inthis mat'-~ 
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19. QID 2C

ST'ATEMENT 

Iaspection through carbo-zinc was not authorized by EN DES 
for dezermination of acceptability of weld quality (poros
ity, lack-of-fusion, cracks, etc.).  

QUESTION 

Refer to Question ID, above.  

(a) Why does this statement not include: "...as a part of 
an EN DES directed sampling program... unless exempted 
by EN DES"? 

(b What is the basis for this statement? 

(c) Refer to Question 6B(a); is there a contradiction in 
these statements? 

RESPONSE 

(a)-(b) The OQA statement in question is a summary state
ment of fact and applies whether part of a samp
ling program or not; EN DES always has an option 
of providing specific evaluations and exemptions 
if technically justified. The documentation 
dealing with the carbo-zinc primer issue contains 
no EN DES authorization to inspect or reinspect 
for weld quality through carbo zinc primer.  

(c) By chosing to use "limit" in the wording a simple 
redding could lead to a perception of a contradiction.  
However, taken in view of all the documentation prior 
to August 24, 1983 when the G-29C Addendum 2 was 
issued, no contradiction exists. The G-29C speci
fication was and continued to be a "limiting" document.  
A better choice of wording might have been to "clarify" 
rather than "limit." 

20. QID 2D 

STATEH1EN' 

Results of sample programs indicate weld quality was not an 
area of uncertainty for samples.  

QUESTION 

(a) If "weld quality was not an area of uncertainty," then 
why were weld quality inspections performed?



(b) Is the "area of certainty" applicable only "for sam
ples"? If so, what about the total population that the 
"1samples" represent? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The weld samples were conducted as a part of the OEDC 
actions to evaluate and resolve several NCRs involving 
the WJBN weld program. For those NCRs. the integrity and 
acceptability of the welds were indeterminate from both 
a weld quality and weld configuration perspective. The 
samples provided a basis for determining that both weld 
quality (no quality defects identified) and weld con
figuration (3.63% of sample included deviations deter
mined by EN DES to be acceptable as is) were accep
table.  

(b) No. The weld sample results established the uncer
tainty limits and provided a statistical basis for deter
mining that the total population of weld were accep
table subject to the uncertainty limits of the sample.  

21. QID 2E 

STATEMENT 

Results of weld qualification program indicates that weld 
ouality can be determined through carbo-zinc, With the 
exception of small cracks and fine porosity.  

QUEST ION 

Refer to Question 2A, above; the same questions apply to 

this statement. Also see Question 6A.  

RESPONSE 

The statement identified is a summary statement concerning 
the results of the qualification program. The answer to 2A 
and 6A apply equally to this question.  

22. QID 2F 

STATEMENT 

Avoilable data, including NSRS evaluation notes, indicates 
that the extent to which inspection through carbo zinc may 
have been conducted outside the sample program was rela
tively small.  

QUESTION 

(a) Are the "available data" and "evaiiuation notes" avail
able for review?



Mb Do the "data" and "notes" define the "extent to which 
inspection through carbo zinc may have been conducted 
outside the sample program"'? 

(C) How much (quantitatively) is "relatively small"? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The evaluation notes are available for review. The 
other available data was informal and there are no 
records available.  

(b) The data and NSRS notes indicate that there may have 
been 100 to 150 welds inspected through carbo zinc.  
The sample data associated with HVAC duct hanger sam
ples identifies those reinspected through primer.  
However, whether the 100 to 150 welds were within the 
sample programs caunr-t be de~termined because no spe
cific welds were identified to NSRS.  

(c) Relatively small 1... 100 to 150 welds.  

23. QID 2G 

STATEMENT 

OQA CONCLUSION 

Based on the information provided above regarding the area 
of uncertainty from the weld sample programs (weld configur
ation), the area of concern for any inspections through 
carbo zinc primer (weld quality), and the extent to which 
inspections may have been conducted through carbo zinc, the 
integrity of the welds at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant are not in 
question.  

QUESTION 

Is "the integrity of the welds... .not in question" because of 
the "area of uncertainty," the "area of concern" airfd the 
"lextent to which inspections may have been co-nducted"? 

RESPONSE 

Yes. The NSRS and OQA evaluations indicated that a small 
but indeterminate number of welds may have been inspected 
through carbo zinc outside the duthorized sample programs.  
Since the OEDC test program (EDC 830621 004) had indicated 
that the determination of weld quality through primer was 
not an acceptable practice, the integrity of any welds that 
maiy have hr-on so inspected was in question.  

The sample program results had not identified any weld 
quality defects, and thus provided-a basis for concluding,



with a high degree of confidence, that any welds actually 
inspected thru primer did not include weld quality defects, 
and ware thus adequate. The composite resul.ts of the weld 
samples provided the basis for concluding that the integrity 
of the welds at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (i.e. their techni
cal adequacy) were not in question.  

24. QID 2H1 

STATMENT 

NSRS POSITION 

NSRS agrees :ith the OQA conclusions regarding the adequacy 
of the OEDC program.  

QUESTION 

(a) Does NSRS agree that each of the NSRS findings regard
ing carbo zinc (R-82-02-W`BN-24, R-82-07-WBN-02 and 
R-82-07-WBN-06) have been adequately addressed and 
resolved? 

(b) If so, why was this OQA memorandum and "Attachment 3" 
issued? 

RESPONSE 

(a) NSRS agreed that the findings regarding weld inspection 
through carbo zinc primer were adequately addressed and 
resolved.  

(b) The purpose of the January 30, 1984 OQA memorandum was 
stated in the opening paragraph of the memorandum as 
"to document final resolution and closure of NSRS 
concerns with the AWS Welding Program at the Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant." The resolution process for the find
ings had been lengthy and somewhat confusing. It was 
deemed appropriate that the OQA memorandum be issued to 
supercede and/or augment any prior documentation.  

25. QID 3A 

STATEMENT 

CONST verbally requested that EN DES evaluate the accepta
bility of visual examinaiton of welds in accordance with 
G-29C after coating with carbo zinc.  

Note: Involved OEDC personnel have stated that the 
purpose of this request was to facilitate the 
performance of a series of weld sample programs 
underway at WBN to verify the acceptability of



welds. These sample programs were to evaluate 
both weld configuration (location, size, undercut, 
and overlap) and w~eld quality (porosity, cracks, 
lack-of-fusion, etc.) for welds which had been 
previously inspected and accepted.  

QUEST ION 

If the "purpose" was for the "sample r., -ram' only, why 
did!n't OEDC clearly state this in their :norandum and 
process specification? 

RESPONSE 

The response to this question is the same as the response to 
lB above.  

26. QID 3B 

STATEMEN'T 

November 2, 1981 -S1WP 811102 056 authorized visual exami
nation of welds in accordance with G-29C 
after coating with carbo zinc, provided 
(quote): 

1. Carbo zinc thickness is 5 mils 
maximum.  

2. All work after this date is exam
ined prior to priming with carbo 
zinc.  

3. Welds inspected for weld quality as 
part of an EN DES directed sampling 
program are to be cleaned.  

QUESTION 

(a) Does this memorandum apply to only "sample program" 
inspections? 

(b) If so, why does the effective date (11-2-81) cover 
periods not within the scope of the "sample program"? 

RESPONSE 

(a) -The CONST management had requested approval to inspect 
previously accepted welds which had subsequently been 
primed with carbo zinc to facilitate the sample inspec
tions for weld configuration. The November 2, 1981 
memorandum was intended to respond to the CONST request.  
Although the original request was made to facilitate



sampling program inspec.ions, there are no obvious 
technical reasons the authority could not be justified 
for other inspections for weld configuration.  

(b) There was not a single "sample program." A number of 
nonconforming conditions were technically resolved by 
instituting sampling programs - some prior to November 
2, 1981, some after November 2, 1981.  

27. QID 3C 

STATEMENT 

December 1, 1981(A) CONST provided verbal authorization to 
inspectors. Not~e: This authorization may have been limited 
to one inspection unit.  

QUE.ST IO 

(a) What is the basis for stating that this "verbal, authori

zation may have been limited to one inspection unit"? 

Mb Which inspection unit? 

(c) Was the December 1, 1981 "verbal authorization" based 
on the November 2, 1981 (30 days prior) memorandum? 

(d) Is "verbal authorization" an accepted practice for 
activities affecting quality? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The basis for the statement that this verbal authori
zation may have been limited to one inspection unit was 
personal interviews conducted by OQA of each of the 
inspection unit supervisors at the time.  

(b) The one inspection unit was the electrical inspection 
unit.

(c) The verbal authorization was based on the earlier 
issued memorandum.  

(d) Verbal authorization without supporting follow-up 
written authorization is not an accepted practice for 
activities affecting quality. To reemphasize this 
point the inspection units were instructed on December 
15, 1981 that. initial inspection through carbo zinc was 
not allowed by the procedures (see QID 3E).  

28. QID 3D 

STATEMENT



December 2, 1981(A) NSRS, during conduct of mini-management 
review, expressed concern with issue of 
inspection through carbo zinc.  

RESPONSE 

There was a QID with no question for this statement.  

29. QID 3E 

STATEMENT 

December 15, 1981 - CONST verbally informed inspectors 
not to inspect through carbo zinc.  

QUEST ION 

Mhy didn't CONST inform, in writing, the inspectors not to 
inspect through carbo zinc; if not in 1981, why not in 1982 
or 1983? 

RESPONSE 

Acceptability of inspecting through carbo zinc did not 
become an issue until the November 2, 1981, memorandum from 
Cantrell to Wilkins was written. Copies of this memorandum 
were issued to units but no permission to inspect through 
carbo zinc was -.-'4ed in site procedures. Therefore, it 
was not deemed u,-essary to give inspectors written inst~ruc
tions not to inspe.L: through carbo zinc since no procedure 
change permitting thi_-.'nspection had been issued at this 
time. The use of A memorandum in lieu of procedures was not 
allowed, and management believed that this fact had been 
emphasized enough to inspectors and others. The only writ
ten instructions to inspectors on the carbo zinc issue was 
through procedure revisions.  

30. QID 3F 

STATEMENT 

January 14, 1982 - NEB 820114 253 clarified condition under 
which inispections through carbo zinc is 
authorized (superseded Sim'? 811102 056) 
(quote): 

1. The acceptance criteria for weld 
defects is in accordance with G-29C 

2. The carbo zinc was sprayed in 
accordance with the applicable 
coaý.ing application spec ification.



QUESTION 

(a) Other than providing background information, and coat
ing thickness and application restrictions, how is this 
memorandum different from the previous authorization 
for inspection through the primer? 

(b) Was this memorandum issued in response to t'. NSRS 
expressed concern? If not, why was it is~,ý.A? 

(c) Was the reference to "sprayed" coating based on the 
recognition that carbo zinc may also be applied by the 
brush method? 

RESPONSE 

(a) Other than providing background information and coating 
thickness and application restrictions,the January 14, 
1982 memorandum is the same as the November 21, 1981 
memorandum.  

(b) The memorandum was issued to satisfy the EN DES QA 
concern at that time. It provided information regard
ing the bases for allowing the limited inspection 
through carbo zinc primer.  

(c) It was recognized before the memorandum that carbo zinc 
primer could be brushed on as well as sprayed. Appli
cation by spraying was specified in the memorandum to 
retlect the EN DES requirement.  

31. QID 4A 

STATEM1ENT 

The carbo zinc thickness is not greater than 5 mils as 
documented in coating inspection records and/or log books or 
as measured adjacent to the weld. Coating thickness measure
ment techniques shall be in accordance with the specifi
cation for coating application. All wc.' performed after 
this datp shall be examined before it is primed.  

Q LE ST I ON 

Refer to Question 2C, above.  

RESPONSE 

The $ mil~s thickness is specified in ~he painting istandard 
and is measured using a p4int thicktiess gage uhi~h operates 
on magnetic principleb Durinig the plant wAlkdoutt 4iscusse4 
in the J4n"4ry 14, 1982 inemor4ndum, piintinx inspectors, 
using the thickness gage, measured the thick%.esses as part



of the inspection qualification sampling. The laboratory 
prepared samples weýre similarly tested for primer thickness.  

32. QID 4B 

STATEMINT 

January 25, 1982 - PS 3.C.4.5(a) issued. Authorizes inspec
tion through carbo zinc with same restric
tions as NEB 820114 253 for welds made 
prior to November 2, 1981.  

QUESTIO 

The P.S.3.C.5.4(a) is dated 1-25-82, but when was it act

ually issued to CONST? 

RESPONSE 

The specification was transmitted to CONSI February 12, 
1982.  

33. QID '-C 

QUESTION 

On June 3, 1982, NSRS Report No. R-82-02-WBN was issue4, and 
contains a finding (R-82-O2-16'BN-24) regarding carbo zinc; 
why is this report not listed as a key event? 

RESPONSE 

Reference to this report wa-- unintentionally omitted from 
the chronology. Note that tar chronology W4s not developed 
to be a comprehensive lising of all correspondence and 
events related to the issue.  

34k. QID 4D 

STATEMIENT 

June 23, 19982. SSRS Special Investigaticon -20-.(S 
9206,13 050) i$54td, Review CuriduCted 44arCh 2" thfO~gh April 
2, 1982. Res~dts included: 

R.812-07-W"'N-OZ t~roe I$eitnUt StgNý- 4.1 $UP

h~ie4 ý,n interi~gveu with QC~ ispe,_tors, itui was ewh4ed 
that 100 toi 0 strucis~ral Au:,uiorI, w.eljx hadj bieef IPOt



RecoI~mendi t ons 

Due to the uncertainitv of the outcome on the question of 
the site-.ipproved procedures for- inspecting weI~ts through 
carbo zinc primer, the NSRS proposes two rrcinmmendat ions: 

I. If this type of inspection is acceptable through imple
mentation of the EN DES-apprcved process sp-.ification, 
then the welds should be used, "as is." 

2. If this type of inspection is unaccept-jb>I, then the 
welds should be reinspected in accortiance with existing 
Site dpproved procedures.  

QUE ST ION 

(a) Were these "100 to 150 structural support welds" part 

of the sampling program"? 

(b) Did the inspectors indicate that they noted the pre
sence of coating on the inspection record for each 
welI.d, 

RESPONSE 

(3) Review of the R-82-O7-WBN report and its supporting 
background and subsequent _Qrrespondence and related 
documentation does. not pro-.. !e an indisputable answer 
to the question of whether the 100 to 150 welds were 
part of a sampling program or part of the ongoing 
construction weld acceptan.'- inspection program. Hlow
ever, a reasonable scenario is that the QC inspectors 
and their supervisors were following written iustruc
ticjns - that G-29C or written proýcedures or the November 2, 
1941 ES DES. Lantrell to Wilkins (SWP 811002 056) metsr
4indum was the basit for acceptance inspection. It the 
100 t-o !SO were other th~a part of asamplin.- program, 
inspection) through pnL.*!r was not 44thcfized and the 
ifi$PCtioaS SU Pe rtu!"W1 Woul4d ha4ve bee-n in violation 
of 44thurtZe-l procedures.  

BR2'-07-¶sM stAte% in paragraph IlVf. 9 that "Ot the 24 inspec
tog i vli.d 9 b~dil-Ved ins1PVCtiun of Clf% -tftC Prime~d 
uel4% was petmitte~s by '.he Earndm 11,li DES).  
"Ut , Uilr %pectors. four4g a2itted to having inspfct..t 
c~fb- ia '. ... r Weida. .- This C(,414 not t"*41teti~@ 
by 4 re-it" At the !e.s." 510'..e the l11ý161 feemotindu 

4-S taled 4the 4*thtao94,dtit ttuCL&*Vn, Wle C.Af 

wel~ whh ha ~s~'' ttF IJilwr ;*pyi.C- 4 

pi4lo tý± .~



2. Work after 11/2/181 was required by the item 2 of the EN 
DES memorandum to be examined prior to applying the 
primer.  

3. Item 3 of the EN DES memorandum would allow by omission 
of direction carbo zinc primed welds directed as part 
of a sampling program be inspected for features other 
than quality.  

(b) Paragraph IV. B of R-82-O7-t WBN states that inspection of 
welds through carbo zinc primer could niot be substantiated 
by a review of the records. This would indicate that the 
presence of coating was nut noted for any of the welds in 
the record reviewed by NSRS in support of R-82-O7-16M.  

35. QID 4E 

STAMI~ENT 

R-82-07-16BN-O6, Documentation of jeldapingProraa 

Insufficient documentation exists '.o substantiate the weld 
sampling program conducted to verity that visual weld inspec
tion could be malcd through carbo zinc primer.  

QUEST ION 

Does this ffan the "weld samp'ing program", cr does it mean 
the "qualification program"'! 

RES PONSE 

Paragraph IV. F of the R-82-O7-W1N report discusses the 
insufficient documentation As related to 25 i-elds at IWBS 
which were randomly selected for inspection along with two 
specially prepared weld samples. The results of the inspec
-ion of these welds were the basis for concluding that it 
was acceptable to visually Inspect carbo zinc coated welds.  
This paragr4ph would indicate the insufficient documentation 
reterred to the "qualification prograim- iells.  

36. QID SA 

STATEML-ST 

14ly 12 98. IAC A40%' 006h - Ini1tial OAL{ r"SVOASO tO 
R-92-a74WBN MCIU40i (01 part) (Ilu0e); 

Inspecttion recbo'>I ffoa the pecuurk StorAve 
V;Iult %iiN..dA ýy iijPVttf1 whi hatfo*1 ta M~RS 
that they *w.afr 1114rtt-f1 throU4h eAfbfJ zIti 
IY hem e445timd ?thrfI&. fit, rutry O11 tive 
fVCiurl t4at the ~sui Me 4it. threluch



carbo zinc. All records examined idenLified 
the applicable approved procedure (16BN-QCP
-4.13) as the inspection document. Therefore, 
as previously stated, we conclude that. the 
inspections were made using an approved 
procedure.  

QUEST ION 

(a) Did the inspectors indicate whether or not they had 
made an "entry on the record," regarding the presence 
of such a coating? 

(b) W~ere they instructed to make such an entry? 

(c) Do the record forms and procedure provide for such an 

ent ry? 

RESPONSE 

(a) It cannot be determined whether the inspectors made any 
entries "on the record" regarding carbo zinc. The 
permanent weld inspection recoirds do not contain such 
entries. However, the data sheets used for the weld 
sample programs had a space for recording "surface 
condition." A large percentage of the data sheets for 
the HVAC duct support weld sample sheets indicated that 
the surface condition was "painted." 

(b)-(c) Procedures allow for use of remarks to in~dicate 
conditions of interest to the inspectors which are 
not necessarily covered by the procedures. The 
record forms provide a space for remarks. Since 
inspection through carbo zinc primer was author
ized only for sampling programs for weld con~iiur
ation, it would not be expected that an inspector 
would remark that an unauthorized inspection was 
performed. Further, if the inspection was for an 
authorized condition, that authorized condition 
would not be noted normally. This could explain 
why the sampling program inspections of July 19S1 

had a surface condition noted as "painted." 

37. QID 5B 

STATM%7EN 

It has been determined that the reported inspections of 
structural welds involved were confined to the work of one 
engineering unit. As stated in the response to Item 01, 
CONST cannot find any record of inspectirýns which were 
performed without an approval procedure.



QUESION 

(a) How was it "determined that the reported inspec

tions. .. .were confined to... .one engineering unit"? 

(b) W6here the "sampling program" inspections performed to 
an "approved procedure" which defines the "record of 
inspection"? If so, was this "record of inspection" 
checked for notations of ;nspection through coatings? 

RESPONSE

(a) The determination of 
zinc primer was made 
the respcasible unit

possible inspections through carbo 
by dis=_u-kns or interviews with 
superivsors.

(b) The sampling e-.La inspections wt-re performed to the 
corrective actior specified in the appropriate noncon
forming conditio.i report. The inspection of record was.  
that required by the engineer to document the correc
tive action on the NCR. The answer to QID 5A(a) above 
explains the data shee~.s for sampling programs as 
related to surface conditions.  

38. OID SC 

QUESTION

On M1ay 6, 1983, 
R-82-02-UMN-24;

OQA issued a memorandum to close NSRS item 
why is this key event excluded?

RESPONSE

See response to QID 4C.  

39. QID 6A 

STATEIIENT

June 21, 1983 - EDC 830621 004 OEDC follow-up response 
to R-82-07-WBN-06 provided the following 
results of the OEDC qualification program 
designed to ascertain the acceptability 
of inspection through carbo zinc (quote): 

1. The qualification tests did substan
tiate the ability to perform visual 
inspection of welds through primer 
for size, location, ur~iercut, and 
overlap as permitted in G-29C.  
(OEDC has not interpreted G-29C as 
permitting acceptance of weld 
quality based on an inspection 
through primer.)



2. The qualification tests did not 
substantiate a practical method of 
visual inspection of weld quality 
through primer in a construction 
environment.  

QUESTION 

(a) W~hat action was taken in response to the failure of the 
"qualification tests"? to "substantiate a practical 
method of visual inspection of weld quality through 
primer"? 

(b) If none, why? 

RESPONSE 

(a)-(b) No further action was deemed necessary since 
inspection for weld quality through carbo, zinc 
primer was not authorized.  

40. QID 6B 

STATE' ENTr 

August 24, 1983 - PS 3.C.5.4(a), Addendum 2, issued to limit 
scope of visual. inspection through carbo 
zinc to weld configuration as follows 
(quote): 

Revise paragraph 5.2.1 to read as fol
lows: 

5.2.1 - Welds made prior to November 2, 
1981, which are coated with carbo, zinc 
primer may be visually examined for weld 
size, undercut, overlap, and arc strikes 
in accordance with this process specifi
cation without removing the primer 
provided: 

(a) The carbo zinc was sprayed in 
accordance with the applicable 
coating application specification.  

(b) The carbo, zinc thickness is not 
greater than 5 mils as documented 
in coating inspection records 
and/or log books or as measured 
adjacent to the weld. Coating in 
accordance with the specification 
for coating application.



QUESTI ON 

(a) Why was the process specification revised "to limit 
scope of visual inspection through carbo zinc-to weld 
configuration?" 

(b) Does this mean that the previous version did not limit 
the scope to just configuration? 

(c) Refer to Question 2C(c); is there a contradiction ~ 
thesc statements? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The process specification was revised at the request of 
the OQA to provide further clarification of the limits 
ot permissibility of visual irspection through carbo 
zinc primer.  

(b) There was no change in the intended scop"- or appli
-;.ation of the process specification. Si.nco no process 
specification, memoranda, or procedures in -istance 
prior to November 2, 1981, permitted the inspection of 
welds with .iay type of applied coating, it was con
cluded that all welds which had primer applied had 
received a visual inspection prior to their being
coated. A sample program of welds which had been 
primed were stripped of primer and examined for weld 

-quality showed that cracks and porosity were not a 
concern - in that there were none with rejectdble 
levels of cracks or porosity.  

(c) There is no contradiction in that they are mutually 
exclusive. The statement of QID 2U. is that inspection 
through carbo zinc primer for weld quality was not 
authorized, while the statement of QID 6B authorizes_ 
weld characteristics which are configurational in 
nature to be inspected through the carbo zinc primer if 
the welds were made prior to November 2, 1981.  

41. QID 6C 

STATEMENT 

August 24, 1983 - OQA responded to OEDC that OQA had conduc
ted necessary follow-up actions associited with R-82-07
WBN-06 and that Lhe item was closed (OQA 830824 002).  

QUESTI N 

(a) For OQA's closure of item R-8Z-07-WBN-06, what consider
ation was given to the failure of the "qualification 
tests" (see Question 6A, above) and the revision "to



l~mit scope" of the specification (see Question 6B, 
abov.T); If none, why? 

(bý) Whiat effect did the above events have on inspections 
p-trforined prior to the date of the eveiits? 

RESPONSE 

(a) There was no consideration to be given in closure of 
R-82-07-wýBN-06 to the failure of the qualification 
tests to sulstantiate a method of visual inspection for 
weld quality through carbo zinc primer. No inspection 
through carbo zinc primer for weld quality was permit
ted.  

(b) The 4uestion is nou sequitur in that ^vents occurring 
after tte iispections could have no effect on the 
inspections. Since inspections for weld quality 
through carbo zinc primer were never authorized, fail
ure of the qua1 if~cation tests to qualify such inspec
tions was of no consequence.  

42. QID 6D 

STATPMENT 

-October 18, 1P33 - WBN QCP-4.13 revised to delete pro
visions for inspection through carbo 
zinc.  

QUESTION 

(a) On October 28, 1983, did the procedure (UBN-QCP-4.13
VTC) "delete," or just revise, the provisions? 

RESPONSE 

The addendum to WBN QCP-4.13 RO dated October 28,. 1983 
accomplished the same clarificatir £ as the G-29C revision of 
August 24, 1983 (see response to 6B for intent). The dele
tion of all references to inspecting through carbo zinc 
occured in revision 1 of WBN-QCP 4.13-VTC dated March 26, 
1984.  

43. QID 7A 

STATEMENT 

October 28, 1983 NSRS met with uQA and requested that OQA 
reconsider our actions to close R-82-02-WBN-02. The NSRS 
provided the following statements (quote): 

IA. We disagree that this is closed for the following 
reasons:



1. Inspectors within the electrical, instrumentation, 
and civil welding groups stated they did inspec
tions.  

2). OQA closure is based upon only the electrical 
group.  

3. OQA has iocumentation that only three welds,
inspected by the electrical group, had primer on 
them and those three have not been inspected vet.  
No other welds we.e identified by OQA; therefore, 
the statement in IA, second section is incorrect.  

4. Six ofE twenty inspection personnel inteiviewed by 
NSRS stated they inspected through primer but 
could not remember which welds. OQA obtained at-a 
later date a list of welds inspected or not inspec
ted throuph primer from three inspectors.  

lB. 1. The inprocess specifications G-29C, P.S.3.C..5.4(a), 
dated March 9, 1983, which allows inspection 
through primer has not been revised. An addendum 
to G-29C dated August 12, 1983, which provides tI'e 
revision has not been issued.  

2. -W`BN denied in a memorandum fromf Kinuons t, Culver 
datcd :uly 22, 1982 that personnel were zLold to 
inspect through primer using orly a memorandum.  
In a memorandum from the electrical iupervi..or to 
an OQA employee- received l'y NSiRS on October 25, 
1983, states that he told his inspecto:s to inspect 
through primer.  

QUESTION 

(a) Was the meeting between OQA and NSRS for clobu, e of 
"R-82-O2WBN-fl2", or for closure -f R-F2-0Z-;WB.N-24? 

(b) If the later number is correct, and since this "Attach
ment 3" does no~t otherwise refer to NSRS item R-82-02
WBN-24, was this key event included in error? 

(c) If so, does it still apply to the carbo 'inc- issue 

RESPONSE 

(4) The saeeting was for neither R-82-02-WB.N-02 nor R-82-02 
-~WRN-24. The January 30, 1984 OQA memorandum obvioisly 
had a typographical error in its statement of the 
reason for the October 28, 1983 meeting. The NSRS 
finding R-82-02-WBN-02 was related to untimely audit 
rcponses and haid nothing directly to do with welding 
program findings.



Finding R-S2-02-IBN-24 was a broader base finding that 
the structural welding at WBN had not been accomplished 
in accordance with all the requirements of the AUS-DI.l
1972 structLral welding code. The October 2-8, 1983 
statements IA and IB, which were attributed to NSRS, 
address the issue of weld inspection thro gh carbo zinc 
primer. The carbo, zinc primer issue was oate of eight 
subset issues given aS examples of less stringent 
implemerhtation of the AWSD1.1-1972 requirements.  

The NSRS findingR-8'-07-W*BN-02 relates specifically to 
the issues presented on October 28, 1IS83 items IA and 
lB. Thus, in all probability, the closure issue should 
have been R-S2-07-UBN-02 not R-82-02-1&iN-O2 nor R-82-02
16BN-24.  

(b) Answered in 7.A(a) 

(c) Finding R-82-02-UWN-24 is applicable to the carbo, zinc 
issue. The issue of weld inspection through carbo zinc 
primer was introduced by NSRS as one example of eight 
alledged problems in finding R-82-02-UBN-24. The 
issue was subsequently expanded in a special report on 
structural welding practices as findings R-82-O7WBN-02 
and R-82-07-W6BN-06. Upon resolution of the R-82-07
WBN-02 and R82-07-UBN-06 findings, one example of eight 
examples of alledgLd problems cited in R-S2-024BEN-24 
was resolved.  

44. QID 8A 

STATEM1EN'T 

Data Relative to Bounding Area of Concern 

The following information and data is provided to define, to 
the extent possible, the area of concern with respect to 
inspection of welds through carbo zinc at '.*BN.  

1. Types of welds - Structural welds governed by G-29C 
PS.3.C.5.4(a), including pipe hangers, cable tray 
supports,-.conduit supports, miscellaneous structural 
steel, duct hangers and instrument supports.  

2. Date of welds - PS.3.C.S.4(a) authorized CONST tw 
inspect welds made befo~re November 2, 1981, through 
carbo, zinc. Separate 'from that specification, a number 
of sampling programs at 16BN have verified the accept
ability of the seven types of welds identified in (a) 
above up to the effective dates of the sampling pro
grams. The combination of the data is provided on 
Figure I to characterize the timeframe within which 
welds could have been made and subsequently inspected



through carbo zinc. Note that this does not imply that 
these welds were actually inspected through carbo zinc.  

3. Date of Weld Inspections - I.:.spection through carbo 
zinc was initially authorized by EN DES on November 2, 
1981 '5Wt 811102 b56). CONST verbally authorized the 
W6BN inspectors to inspect tsrough carbo zinc 
approximately December 1, 1981. This veroal authori
zation was rescinded on approximately December 15, 
1981. PS.3.C.5.4(a) authorized inspection through 
carbo zinc from January 25, 1982, to August 12. 198-7.  
WBN QCP-4.13 authorized the inspection through carbo 
zinc from September 13, 1982, to October 28, 1983.  

4. Location of welds - There is no data available which 
would bound the locition of welds which may have been 
inspected through carbo zinc.  

5. Inspection Units Involved - The NSRS review notes 
indicate that inspectors within the electrical, instru
mentation, and civil w-lding groups had stated that 
they had performed inspections through carbo zinc.  

QL7EST ION 

(a) Does this "Bounding... information and data" zpply to 
the "sampling plan" inspections? 

(b) If so, how does each of the items (2 thru 5) relate to 
the "sampling program"? 

(c) If not, how does the item 3 relatz- to the inspection? 

RESPONSE 

(a) No. The bounding information was developed to more 
clearly define potential areas which fall within the 
concern. This has nothing to do with the bounds of the 
sample programs.  

(b) No answer &&quired.  

(c) Item 3 identifies the -dates various documents autho
rized (with restrictions as previously noted) inspec
tions through carbo zinc.  

45. QID 8B 

STATEMXENT 

General 

a. The NSRS report indirated:



(1) that of 24 inspectors interwieawrd, 9 believed inspec
tion through carb. zinc had been permitted and 4 indi
cated they had actually performed inspection through 
carbo zinc, 

(2) it appeared that 100 to 1S0 structural support welds 
had been inspected through carbo zinc primer without 
approval procedures. and 

(3) that this could not be substantiated by a review of the 
records nor w.as it possibli. to spei-ifically determine 
which welds were inspected in this manncr.  

Note: The OEEDC response to R-82-07-W6BS-02 verified 
that the inspection records did not indicate that the 
inspections had been made ttrough carbo zinc.  

QVEST ION 

Refer to Question SA, above.  

RESPONSE 

The response to this question is contained in the response 
to SA above with the following added information. An unasked 
question exists relating to the NSRS interviews of the 24 
inspectors. Were thte 100 to 150 structural support welds 
inspected through carbo zinc primer without approved pro
cedures being inspected for initial acceptance of weld 
quality and weld configuration or as part of a sampling 
program for an NCR corrective action? Since the question 
was not asked and cannot be unequivocably answered one must 
rely upon the results of the sampling program for confidence 
that the welds which may have been improperly inspected are 
acceptable.  

46. QID 9A 

STATEMENT 

In Mlarch 1983, CONST questioned their inspectors to deter
mine if they could identify any welds which Lad been inspec
ted through cdrbo zinc. Three (3)-conduit suppc~ts were 
identified and were documented under an IRN. These supports 
were later cleaned and reinspected and wete found to be 
acceptable.  

QUJESTION 

(a) Why did it take 15 months (D~ecember 1981 to Mlarch 1983) 
for CONST to act upon this matter? 

(B) How were the three conduit supports identified? 
Records?



RESPONSE 

(a) During the -15 month time frame, CONST was working with 
information from anonymous sources and no specific 
welds were identified. When an inspector admitted he 
had inspected through carbo zinc, all inspection records 
signed by that inspector during the timeframe were 
pulled. the welds cleaned and reinspected. There was 
not a 1S month time lag.  

(b) The three conduit supports were the only Items specifi
cally identified as being inspected through carbo zinc.  
The inspector prepared an IMN which identified them.  
This was IRN-E-BHP-144.  

47. QID 10A 

STATEM'ENT 

.197ýi Mi98 .1981 .1982 .1983 

1. Pipe Hangers _______ 

2 

2. Cable Tray___ 
Suppo~ts 

3. Conduit Sup--_____ 
port _____ 

3 

4. M1iscellaneous _____ 

structural _____ 

steel 3 

S. Duct Hangers ______ 

4 

6. Instruments 
Supports 

QUESTION 

(a) 'Where is the data for "Instrument Supports"? 

Mb Where is the data for structural steel (other than 
limiscellaneous")?



RESPONSE 

(a) No sample program was performed on instrument sup
ports

(b) All t~ae 
welus.  
gory of

sample programs were for structural steel 
Miscellaneous structural steel is one cate
structural steel.



48. QID 11A 

' *STATEM¶ENT

AC ~?TA~CE CRITF?.IA CC~ARISON

P.S.3.C.5.2 P. S.3.C.5.4 P.S.3.C.5.4 
CaZTERiA AWS Dl.l-72 PRIORt TO 2/131Si I AFTER 2/13/Si 

Convex ity ils in. + .03 in. j .1 in. + .06 in. .15 in. + .06 in.  

Undercut .01 in.deep transverse Pipe hangers -1/32 in. 1/32 in. deep on 
to Stress deep on stressed =embers stressed members.  

Undercut on non
1/32 in. deep parallel Other components -stressed =embers 
to stress 1/32 in. deep on shall not be cause 

stressed members except for rejection.  
an additional 1/32 in.  
deep and 1/4 in. length 
not to axceed 10"" of the 
run. Undercut in non
stressed members is not 
cause for rejection.  

Undersize 1/16 in. underrun for Cable tray supports -1/16 in. underrun 
10% of length E%': 2688 showed for 10," of length 

minimum size.  

Duct supports - 3/16 in.  
is minimum size. 1/16 in.  
underrun for entire 
length on welds larger 
than 3/16 in.  

Arc strikes No arc strikes or weld Random arc strikes and No arc strikes 
and spatter allowed weld spatter are accept- allowed. No weld 

weld spatter able if cleaned by wire spatter all'owed, 
brushing except nonexcessive 

weld spatter is 
acceptable on carbon 
steel surfaces not 
being painted.  

Technical Basis for Chan2es

Convexity 
Undercut 

Urtdersize 
Arc strikes 

and 
Weld spatter

- Allowed by AWS D1.1-1980.  
- No Code addressed non-stressed members, new tolerances allowed by ASHE Ill.  

NAVSHIPS 0900-005-9010 and NAVSHIPS 0900-000-1000.  
- EN DES calculations support the changes (SW? 821022013 and SWP 820127042).  
- Not normally considered defects. Brittle and fatigue failure frequently 

initiate from arc strikes. These components are not subject to nor designet 
for fatigue failure. These materials would not fail from brittle fracture 
but from ductile fracture.

4 7A



QUESTION 

(a) What does this "Acceptance Criteria Comparison" have to 

do with the carbo zinc issue? 

(b) Where is the AWS D1.1-72 comparison for inspection 
through primer? 

RESPONSE 

(a) The acceptance criteria comparison shows that there is 
no difference between AWS and G-29C for the carbo zinc 
issue.  

(b) There is no comparison because the inspection through 
primer was for sample programs and not for new 
inspections.


